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Executive summary  
The project website is a key dissemination tool for the success of DIAS. A dedicated site has been set up 

with the aim to allow the internal (project partners) and external community (stakeholders interested in 

the project outcome) to follow up on new developments and results.  

The website consists of publicly accessible webpages which offer a general overview on the project, its 

methodology, workflow, partnership, and exploitation group. Whilst the partner’s area is meant for 

consortium members and members of the exploitation group.  

The website will be active during the 3-year project lifetime and will be updated on a regular basis.  

LAT/AUTh is in charge of managing and updating the website with input from all partners on project news 

and relevant events. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background of DIAS 

Emissions standards for vehicles have managed to introduce state-of-the-art emissions controls and 

have brought, in most cases, significant reductions in the actual emissions levels. However, there is 

increasingly clear evidence of illegal manipulation of emission control systems by vehicle owners. These 

manipulations, known as tampering, substantially affect the emissions of the tampered vehicles, by 

bringing them back to uncontrolled conditions and hence may constitute a significant threat to the 

efforts to improve air quality. The reasons for tampering are mainly cost-related: avoidance of the costs 

for consumables (reagent AdBlue), improvement of fuel economy and avoidance of necessary 

maintenance or repair. Current tampering can be the deactivation of the SCR dosing system, the removal 

of the DPF or the deactivation of EGR system. Methods that can be applied by the cheaters to remain 

undetected are either mechanical (e.g. physical modifications to sensors), software (e.g., modification 

of ECU variables (ECU flash) etc.) or electronic hardware (e.g. manipulation of values in the CAN message 

or of physical sensors by using emulators). An exhaust emissions control system may be tampered with 

for several reasons ranging from economics to increasing power or, or in rare cases, malicious behaviour. 

The European Commission is currently tackling the above situation by exploring possible measures, legal 

and technical solutions to strengthen the anti-tampering with the exhaust emission control system 

enforcement within the roadworthiness-framework. It is stressed that these discussions take place in 

parallel with the discussion on mileage fraud and solutions that are being considered in one case can be 

of interest to the other. Ultimately a vision for DIAS is to be perceived as the Swiss border police checking 

each vehicle continuously and meticulously but without this physical effort at the border. 

DIAS aims at achieving a strong reduction or total elimination of tampering emissions-relevant systems by 

means of high resistance to hardware and software manipulation and detection of tampering. This will be 

demonstrated by independent teams by implanting tampering devices for different emissions control 

systems and subsequent verification of their detection by vehicle monitoring systems in laboratory test 

conditions as well as in real driving. This overall target is broken down into four main objectives as follows: 

 

1. To analyse “Market” and assess the operation of representative tampering systems and of their 

effect on the performance of existing on-board emission monitoring and emission control systems 

over real-world and laboratory testing. 

2. To identify and implement detection methods and counter-measures (in vehicles).  

3. To test and demonstrate the success of measures.  

4. Summarise the findings and build a setup of guidelines and recommendations for future legislation 

for the introduction of future safe monitoring systems. 

1.2 Purpose of the document 

The purpose of this document is to present the main structure of the website. The website will present 

the project, the partners, and is one of the channels to disseminate the deliverables. The website will also 

have a link to a SharePoint site, where restricted access will be given to all partners in order to disseminate 

confidential material to stakeholders. 

The DIAS site will be hosted under the domain www.dias-project.com. 

http://www.dias-project.com/
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1.3 Document structure 

Chapter 1 presents the purpose, structure of the current document and deviations from the DoW 

(Description of Work). 

Chapter 2 presents the top level and five subsections of the website. 

Chapter 3 presents publicity issues. 

1.4 Deviations from original DoW 

1.4.1 Description of work related to deliverable as given in DoW 
In the DoW the deliverable D6.1 has the following description, as stated in Grant Agreement-814951-DIAS: 

“The website will be open to the public and stakeholders to promote the project and be used for reaching 

out stakeholders during the initial communication. It will also be used for the communication of open 

events such as the hackathons and data collection campaigns.” 

1.4.2 Time deviations from original DoW 
There are no time deviations from original DoW. 

1.4.3 Content deviations from original DoW 
There are no content deviations from the original DoW. 
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2 Website structure 
This document will describe and show the different topics of the website. The main structure of the 

website is defined as: 

 Home 

 The Project 
o Objectives 
o Impacts 
o Work Packages 
o Deliverables 

 Publicity 
o News 
o Events 
o Publication 

 Partners 

 Contact 

 

 

Figure 1 Top view of the Home Page 

2.1 Home page 

On the Home page the three main points of DIAS are presented: 

 Environmental protection systems are under threat 

 Key leaders are addressing tampering head on 

 A thorough two-level plan to stamp out tampering 

A screenshot from the home page shows the description of these points: 
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Figure 2 Introductory text of home page 

Visitors can always return to this page via the DIAS logo. The start screen shows the main messages that 

the DIAS want to convey to the public. 

2.2 The Project 

The Project section contains 3 main subsections, namely: Work Packages, Objectives and Impacts. At the 

middle of the home page, the Project subpages are also shown, in order to ease navigation. 

 

Figure 3 The Project subpages 
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2.2.1 The Project/Objectives 
The Project/Objectives page presents the four main objectives of the DIAS project: 

 

 

Figure 4 The Project/Objectives 

2.2.2 The Project/Impacts 
It is important to state which are the expected impacts of the DIAS project. The Impacts subpage contains 

the following content: 
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Figure 5 The Project/Impacts 

2.2.3 The Project/Work Packages 
The item Project/Work Packages is a very short summary of the project’s organization in Work Packages. 

Each Work Package has its own description. Whilst the project continues, more information will be added. 

Also, the role of the DIAS partners is part of this item. 
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Figure 6 The Project/Work Packages 

2.2.4 The Project/Deliverables 
All deliverables that are shared to the public will be provided here, typically in PDF format. Confidential 

deliverables will be shared via the SharePoint site. 

2.3 Publicity 

The Publicity sections will contain content related to News, Events and Publications: 

 

Figure 7 News section 

2.3.1 Publicity/News and Events 
Our aim is to inform stakeholders about new developments in the project as soon as possible. Therefore 

the ‘News’ and ‘Events’ are clearly visible on the Publicity page. The first News article refers to the Kick-

off meeting. 
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Figure 8 Publicity/News and Events 

Every year the project members will take part in major forum or trade show in the field of Vehicle 

Tampering Protection and relevant co-events organized by respective exhibitions, all of which will be 

announced within this section. 

2.3.2 Publicity/Publications 
All public deliverables and submitted abstracts of the project will be published here and will be available 

for download. The abstract of the TRA 2020 paper is the first item added to the website: 
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Figure 9 Publicity/Publications and TRA paper abstract 

2.4 Partners 

On this web page, all partners have been displayed. Via the clickable logo one can approach the home 

page of the partner and find out more about each partner organisation. 
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Figure 10 Top view of Partners page 

2.5 Contact 

Contact details and disclaimer will be visible in the footer section of each website page. The top part 

contains the contact details of the coordinator. 

 

Figure 11 Contact page 
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3 Publicity related to the DIAS website 
The DIAS website will be a living ‘document’ that will give interested public an overview of the activities 

exploited by the project consortium.  

The communication with the public is crucial; there shall be 2 open events-Hackathons. The first 

Hackathon of DIAS will focus on the solutions developed in the middle of the project and will be capturing 

the low hanging fruits. The second Hackathon will further challenge the updated developed 

countermeasures. Public material will be also widely disseminated. 

 


